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Foxf1 and SP-C contains a cell-type-specific
transcriptional activation domain and is expressed in
mouse lungs
Abstract
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Lung development in the mammal carries series of steps starting from simple lung
buds to the elaborately branched organ that fulfil the vital function of gaseous
exchange. Strict transcriptional control is essential for lung development. To screen
the genes responsible for the regional growth and patterning we used RNA Insitu
hybridization to identify genes that show restricted expression patterns in the
embryonic lung. During organogenesis, the expression of Foxf1 becomes restricted to
the splanchnic mesoderm, which provides the mesenchymal cells of the intestinal tract
and gut derivates such as lungs and liver. Surfactant is a lipoprotein substance that is
synthesized and secreted by alveolar type II epithelial cells and acts to reduce surface
tension at the air-alveolar interface. SP-C a 5kDa, hydro-phobic, surfactant-associated
protein. We used the technique of in situ hybridization to localize SP-C mRNA in mice
lung tissue. SP-C mRNA was present in all of the epithelial cells of the prealveolar
region of day 13 gestational age mice lung tissue. Our data are suggestive that SP-C
is present in fetal lung prealveolar epithelial cells much earlier in gestation than are
differentiated, surfactant-producing alveolar type II cells.
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Introduction
For the survival starting from birth the mammalian lung is very
essential and a prominent branching organ, with an endodermderived epithelium supported by a mesoderm-derived mesenchyme.
In the mature lung, the epithelial tubules assume the shape of a treelike structure, where the proximal portion forms the conducting
airways and the distal portion forms the gas-exchanging alveoli. The
mesenchyme consists primarily of the vasculature, smooth muscles,
and tracheal or bronchial cartilage that forms intimate contacts
with the epithelial tree and are also critical for respiration.1 The five
stages of the mice lung development are embryonic bud initiation
(embryonic day, or E9.0-E11.5), pseudo glandular (E11.5-E16.5),
canalicular (E16.5-E17.5), saccular (E17.5-P5), and alveolar (P5P28) stages.2 Nkx2-1 in a small group of ventral foregut endoderm
cells at E9.0 is the first sign of respiratory specification is marked by
the expression of a transcription factor encoding gene.3 Signals from
the prospective lung mesenchyme are critical for this specification.4
The primary lung buds is observed at E9.5, from E9.5-E11.5, these
buds elongate and undergo secondary branching to establish the basis
of one left lung lobe and four right lung lobes. The bulk of branching
morphogenesis occurs during the pseudoglandular stage, and follows
a strict program.5 Toward the end of this stage and continuing into
the canalicular stage, the conducting airway epithelium differentiates
into specialized cell types, including Clara and ciliated cells.6 Drastic
changes occur in the saccular stage as the lung transitions from being
fluid filled to air breathing. The distal epithelium undergoes saccular
branching and subdivides into primary alveolar sacs that allow for gas
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exchange. Meanwhile, the vascular network surrounding the alveolar
sacs remodels to facilitate oxygen uptake. Within the distal epithelium,
type II pneumocytes mature and start to produce surfactants, a protein
and lipid mixture that lowers surface tension within the lung and
allows lung expansion at birth.7 The expression of channel proteins
also increases at birth, leading to rapid clearing of the fluid from the
lung. While the lung can carry out gas-exchange at the end of saccular
stage, it only contains approximately 5% of the final alveolar surface
area. During alveologenesis, thousands of secondary septae rises from
the walls of the primary alveolar sac into the lumen; each serving as a
new surface for gas-exchange.8 Transcription factor plays an important
role in these lung development including epithelial and mesenchymal
cell differentiation, surfactant and channel gene expression and septae
formation. Over 1400 transcription factor encoded in the mouse
genome to date only few are known to be expressed and play a role
in the lung. RNA insitu hybridization screening was done to identify
transcription factor decoding gene expressed within the branching
mouse9 especially specific gene FGF.

Materials and methods
Animals
All experiments were conducted in accordance with the European
Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/EEC)
under the permit Τ/1571/13.5.09. The protocols were approved by the
committee for the Care and Use of Laboratory animals University of
Gothenburg, Sweden.

Mouse mutants
A targeting construct containing a total of 12 kb of the Foxf1 locus
was made from 129/Sv genomic λ clones, in which the forkhead box
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of Foxf1 (from SstI to NotI) was replaced by a PGK-Neo cassette.10
The Foxf1 locus was targeted in two ES cell lines: RW4, derived from
129/SvJ, and E14, derived from 129/Ola. Germline transmission was
obtained with clones derived from both cell lines and the targeted
allele was maintained on mixed 129/Ola-C57Bl/6, 129/Ola-CD1, 129/
Sv-CD1 and 129/Sv-C57Bl/6 backgrounds.

In situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry
Antisense RNA probes were synthesized by In vitro
transcription with T3 or T7 RNA polymerase (Takara), according to
manufacturer’s instructions, using Digoxigenin-11-UTP (Roche). In
situ hybridizations of cryosections, Henrique et al.,11 was performed
with digoxigenin-labeled antisense RNA probes. For Foxf1, a 410bp
fragment (nt 699-1110 of the mouse cDNA) was used to generate the
sense and the antisense probe.11 For SP-C, a 163bp fragment (nt 10221185 of the mouse cDNA) was used to generate the sense and the
antisense probe.12 Plasmids used to generate probes for Foxf1 was
kindly provided by Dr. C. Betsholtz (Goteborg University, Sweden)
and for SP-c by Dr. J. Piatigorsky (National Eye Institute, Bethesda,
Maryland). The authenticity of PCR products and cDNA clones were
verified by DNA sequencing. No signals were observed when control
sense probes were used. Non-Radioactive in situ hybridizations of
cryosections were performed as described Mahlapuu et al.12 The
experiments were repeated three times. Sections were analyzed with
an Eclipse E800 microscope (Nikon, Japan) fitted with an Infinity 1
digital camera (Lumenera, Canada). Images were captured using the
camera software and assembled in Adobe Photoshop.

Figure 1 In situ hybridization analysis of Foxf1 expression in mouse lungs. In
13-dpi (A) Foxf1 expression is observed in mesenchymal cells especially in
the cytoplasm.

Results
We used E13.5 lungs for screening for several reasons.
First, epithelial branching has a strict genetic control including
transcriptional regulation happens in E13.5 stage.5 Second, fibroblast
growth factor (FGF), sonic hedgehog (SHH), and bone morphogenetic
protein (BMP) signaling pathways are all active in the E13.5 stage.
Third, E13.5 is a stage when active patterning of the epithelium and
mesenchyme occurs. These broad patterns then serve as blueprints
for fine-scale cellular differentiation that occurs at later stages of lung
development. Finally, we chose to carry out an in situ hybridization,
as this techniques helps in the expression of gene in the subsets of
cells in the lung. We determined that E13.5 is the latest, and, therefore,
most advanced stage when distinct patterns can still be consistently
discerned from tissue section Insitu hybridization. We are interested in
genes that play a role in the morphogenesis in the lung.

Figure 2 In situ hybridization analysis of SP-C expression in mouse lungs.
In 13-dpi (a) SP-C expression is observed in mesenchymal cells especially in
the cytoplasm of the Foxf1 (f1/-).

In order to investigate the distribution of FREAC-1 expression
during organogenesis the Foxf1 Probe and the highest Foxf1
expression level is seen in the developing lung and evident already at
13dpi (Figure 1).

SP-C probe
SP-C mRNA was done on the both wild type and the Foxf1 (f1/-)
and the comparative number of the cells expressed had been given in
the (Table 1). The SP-C was easily detectable in 13dpi mouse lung
tissue using a sense cRNA probe (Figure 2). SP-C mRNA was present
is more in the WT than the Foxf1 (f1/-) in the epithelial cells lining
the distal portions of the prealveolar ducts (Figure 3). SP-C mRNA
was evenly distributed in all the epithelial cells of distal portion of
the tubules and was concentrated in the apical portion of epithelial
cells here also more in the WT than the Foxf1 (f1/-) (Figure 4). All the
distal portions of the prealveolar tubules that contained SP-C mRNA
were rounded.

Figure 2b SP-C expression is observed in mesenchymal cells especially in the
cytoplasm of the Foxf1 (f1/-).
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Table 1 Insitu Hybridization for SP C probe in lung tissue section
Wild type
No. of positive cells in tissue
section 1/microscopic area(40x)

No. of positive cells in tissue
section 2/microscopic area(40x)

No. of positive cells in tissue
section 3/microscopic area(40x)

Average no. of positive cells/
microscopic area (40x)

30

27

17

25

26

17

25

23

32

26

25

28

26

17

22

22

23

28

18

23

21

25

26

24

27

13

23

21

15

25

16

29

26

27

17

23

25

23

21

23

No. of positive cells in tissue
section 1/microscopic area(40x)

No. of positive cells in tissue
section 2/microscopic area(40x)

No. of positive cells in tissue
section 3/microscopic area(40x)

Average no. of positive cells/
microscopic area (40x)

16

28

15

20

14

18

19

17

18

18

19

18

15

25

19

20

20

22

10

17

15

18

8

14

12

22

22

19

12

18

16

15

15

21

16

17

Foxf1 (f1/-)

Figure 3 In situ hybridization analysis of SP-C expression in mouse lungs. In
13-dpi (a) SP-C expression is observed in mesenchymal cells especially in the
cytoplasm of the Foxf1 (f1/-).

Figure 3b SP-C expression is observed in mesenchymal cells especially in the
cytoplasm of the Foxf1 (f1/-).
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levels for Foxf1 are found while the non-permissive cell lines are all
derived from tissues that do not express Foxf1. Few other examples
of cell-type-specific activation domains have been described. The
forkhead protein most closely related to Foxf1. Like Foxf1 gene is
also interrupted by a single intron13 and when the locations of the
introns are marked in the amino acid sequences it becomes evident
that the genomic organization has been conserved during evolution.
The two genes apparently originated through a duplication of a
common ancestor, but are today found on different chromosomes.13,14
The expression pattern of Foxf1 during fetal development suggests
that activation of Foxf1 transcription may be a primary response to
such an epithelium-to-mesenchyme signal.

SP-C

Figure 4 In situ hybridization analysis of SP-C expression in mouse lungs. In
13-dpi (a) SP-C expression is observed in mesenchymal cells especially in the
cytoplasm of the Foxf1 (f1/-).

Figure 4b SP-C expression is observed in mesenchymal cells especially in the
cytoplasm of the Foxf1 (f1/-).

Discussion
The Foxf1 protein contains two independent transcriptional
activation domains, one located in the C-terminal end of the protein
and the other one is central part close to the fork head DNA-binding
domain. In transient transfection assays the activation domain in the
C-terminus is functional in all cell lines tested and we therefore refer
to it as the general activation domain. The central part of the Foxf1
protein, on the other hand, functions as a potent activation domain
in two lung-derived cell lines, but is completely inactive in all other
cell lines tested. Although results from transformed are more or
less dedifferentiated cell lines have to be interpreted with caution,
these results do tell us that the function of the activation domain
located in the central part of Foxf1 depends on cellular context. Its
working mechanism therefore appears to differ from that of most
other activation domains and is likely to involve specific adapter or
co-activator proteins rather than direct interactions with ubiquitous
components of the transcriptional machinery. It should also be noted
that the two cell lines in which the cell-type-specific activation domain
is active are derived from lung-the organ where the highest expression

We detected significant amounts of SP-C mRNA in mouse lung
tissue at 13dpi, the earliest time point examined in the present study.
Differentiated alveolar type II cells are first observed in mouse
lung tissue at approximately 26days of gestation.15 Whitsett et al.,15
Liley et al.16 (25) detected SP-C mRNA in human fetal lung tissue
at 13wk of gestation, i.e., many weeks before the commencement of
alveolar type II cell differentiation, which begins at approximately
24wk of gestation in the human. Schellhause et al.17 detected SP-C
mRNA in rat fetal lung tissue on day 17 of gestation, the earliest time
point examined in their study; differentiated alveolar type II cells
are first detected on day 19 of gestation in the rat (term=21days).
Together, the results of studies in the human, rat, and rabbit species
are suggestive that the expression of SP-C mRNA is not temporally
linked to the morphologic differentiation of alveolar type II cells, i.e.,
to the appearance of intracellular lamellar bodies. The results of the
ribonuclease protection assay showed that the SP-C mRNA content
of mouse lung tissue increases gradually from 13 dpi to term with
a slight decrease in relative concentration apparent in neonatal and
adult mouse lung tissue. Our results using Insitu hybridization are
also suggestive that the levels of SP-C mRNA present in mouse lung
tissue increase with advancing gestational age. Also, the intensity of
SP-C mRNA hybridization within alveolar type II cells of adult mouse
lung tissue was less than detected in alveolar type II cells in day 31
rabbit fetal lung tissue. Whitsett et al.,15 Liley et al.16 have detected a
gradual increase in SP-C mRNA levels in human fetal lung tissue over
the period of 16 to 24 wk of gestation. However, the levels of SP-C
mRNA present in human fetal lung tissue at 24wk of gestation were
not as great as the SP-C mRNA levels present in adult human lung
tissue. Schellhause et al.17 found that SP-C mRNA levels increased
in rat fetal lung tissue with increasing gestational age and reached
a maximum in adult lung tissue. Thus, the developmental pattern of
SP-C mRNA induction in the mouse differs from that observed in the
human and rat species.
We detected SP-C mRNA in every epithelial cell of the rounded,
distal portions of the prealveolar ducts of rabbit fetal lung tissue atdays
13 and 21 dpi. Starting on day 24 of gestation, a few cells in the distal,
rounded portion of the prealveolar ducts contained smaller amounts
of SP-C mRNA than the majority of epithelial cells in this location.
This trend was also apparent on day 26 of gestation, and by day 27 of
gestation only a fraction of the epithelial cells contained SP-C mRNA.
Thereafter in development, only cells with anatomical characteristics
of alveolar type II cells contained SP-C mRNA. Thus, our data are
suggestive that the precursor to alveolar type I and type II epithelial
cells present early in lung development contains SP-C mRNA and,
as alveolar type I cells differentiate starting on day 24 of gestation,
they no longer express SP-C mRNA. In contrast, alveolar type II
cells continue to express SP-C mRNA throughout the remainder of
development.
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Conclusion
By utilizing the Insitu hybridization techniques, we performed
the expression of Foxf1 and SP-C protein that show patterned
expression in the pseudoglandular stage mouse lung. Many of the
transcription factors that we identified have not been previously
implicated in lung development. Furthermore, characterization of the
expression pattern of some of these genes, such as Grhl2 and Tbx3,
has led to consideration of other members of the gene families and
their expression in lung. We envision that our findings will promote
future studies by: providing additional genes to be investigated for
their role in lung development; increasing nodes of the transcriptional
circuits that act either upstream or downstream of known factors; and
suggesting putative markers for specialized cell populations in the
lung at later stages of development and maturation. Going beyond
development, our dataset may add value to lung disease research such
as the studies of lung cancer. Recent investigations of lung cancer
have revealed strong correlations between patient survival rates and
misexpression of several of the transcription factors and the surfactant
protein highlighted in our screen. For example, increased nuclear
localization of ID2 or increased expression of FOXM1, HIF1A,
SNAI1, or HOXA9 is associated with higher mortality rates.18–22
Thus, our dataset may suggest candidate biomarkers for the correct
development of the lungs.
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